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How do you get into flow states for business and marketing? How do you get into flow states

for copywriting? What about for fun? Do you ever experience coincidences? Henry Evans,

entrepeneur, father, author of The Hour A Day Entrepreneur shares his wisdom and

experience getting into flow states in this flowtastic book in the #Cashflow subseries of the Find

Your Flow Book Series.The concepts you will discover in this exciting episode include:Henry's

patented Day At BeachSqueeze the spongeMindflow appsWorkflow for writing money-making

copyFerocious photo of Skylar the 10 pound pupand much more!Get into a magical flow state

just by reading the flowing goodness in this friendly and flowing interview!



IntroductionWinston: Hello and welcome to the Find Your Flow radio show podcast. I'm your

host Winston Widdes and I'm here to day with a veeeery special episode!Winston: Today's

episode is with a very, very special guest. This man is somebody I totally admire and

appreciate and look up to. He has been a friend and a mentor. You may even say a "friend tor"

for many years, and he has been someone who I learned from back in sunny, San

Diego.Winston: He's an entrepreneur, a geek marketer, a sales expert, a teacher, a husband,

and father to two wonderful girls, who I had the pleasure of knowing as a music teacher to

them back in the day.Winston: Henry Evans has been involved in getting results with sales and

marketing for over 20 years and is the author of the bestselling book, " The Hour A Day

Entrepreneur," where he talks about how to get more done in one hour than most people get

done in one day.Winston: And this is true. I've seen him do it. I've learned, I've got the book and

Henry has been successful on the front lines and in leadership capacities in software

companies, hardware companies, commercial estate firms, and manufacturing organizations,

he's successfully sold everything from newspapers to office buildings, kitchen, remodeling to

software, and has been responsible for generating tens of millions in sales and has engineered

a $189,000 payday in just 90 minutes.Winston: He is a lifelong learner. A believer in continual

self-improvement and lives in appreciation for all of his blessings. Henry resides in San Diego

with his wife, two daughters and 11 pound dog guard, dog, Skylar! Skylar has gotten bigger. So

help me welcome everybody Mr. Henry Evans!Henry: Hey, good to see you at Winston. Thanks

for having me buddy. And, and by the way, I'm not sure if you'll end up showing the video,but

there is Skyler the 10 pound guard dog, Skylar.Winston: Skylar! Nice! Oh my gosh. So

cute.Henry:
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